Flight simulators are systems composed of numerous off-the-shelf components that allow pilots and maintenance crew to prepare for common and emergency flight procedures for a given aircraft model. A simulator must follow severe safety specifications to guarantee correct behaviour and requires an extensive series of prolonged manual tests to identify bugs or safety issues. In order to reduce the time required to test a new simulator version, this paper presents rule-based models able to automatically identify unexpected behaviour 32
In order to reduce the time required to test a new simulator version, this 23 paper presents rule-based models able to automatically identify unexpected 24 behaviour (deviations). The models represent signature trends in the be- We are able to find all injected deviations in 4 out of 7 faults, and 75% of 111 the deviations in 2 other faults, yet especially for JSBSim the precision using 112 the initial thresholds is low (i.e., less than 44%). Lewis as "An observation that appears to be inconsistent with the remainder 154 of that set of data" [5] . Our work is closest to outlier detection, which Hodge 155 et al. [29] define as "detection of abnormal running conditions". new test run violates too many rules, it is tagged as a performance regression.
184
The result of the approach is a regression report ranking potential problem-185 atic metrics that violate the extracted performance signatures. In other work
186
[23], the authors extended the previous approach to take into for Debugging) to detect configuration errors, using a semi-automated ap-
226
proach that combines a single execution trace and user feedback to locate the 227 connections among modules that are the most relevant to an observed failure.
228
The authors have applied the approach to the CAE flight simulator system 229 (CAE is one of the largest commercial flight simulator producers), achieving 230 on average a precision of 50% and a recall of up to 100%. This paper is the 231 closest to our work, however we (1) focus on behavioural deviations instead 232 of configuration errors, (2) we do not consider user feedback, but aim for a 233 fully automated approach, and (3) we use specialized metrics picked using 234 domain knowledge to infer models. release, a release with a specific bug or a release before a large restructuring.
249
In our running example, the baseline version is a correctly functioning ver- as "low", "medium" and "high". practice the produced models for a given data set never will be 100% accurate.
335
Indeed, if the algorithm sees that 95% of the time x=4 yields y=5, it would 336 probably generate the rule "x=4 ⇒ y=5", even though 5% of the data would 337 be classified incorrectly. Such rule violations can also occur when too few 338 or too many bins are used to discretize the data, accidentally putting data 339 points into the wrong bin. Table 1 In this formula, a "snapshot" corresponds to the metric values recorded 351 at a specific timestamp (i.e., one row in Table 1 ). operations. These differences make the flight data more realistic, as human 491 test runs for the same qualification test will never be identical. As such,
492
for our experiments, we can make changes either to the flight environment Table 3 ). 
544
This is a typical linear expression where α is the AoA, and C mα is called 
Experimental Method

587
This section explains how we implemented each step of our approach for Table 4 ). per second, which gives enough data without taking too much disk space.
596
611
We discretized data into a maximal number of K=3 bins (labeled "low",
612
"medium", and "high"), which is a number of bins that can be easily inter- FlightGear and JSBSim oracles of Table 5 and Table 6 , respectively. Velocity and Orientation Table 6 : JSBSim oracle for metric deviations in the output metrics for each injected fault, where "X" means that there is a deviation. The category to which each output metric belongs is shown in the Category column, where "P" means Position, "O" Orientation, "V" Velocity, and "A" Acceleration.
621
Output Metric
Total Inertia Lift Pitch Category fdm/jsbsim/position/h-sl-ft X X X P fdm/jsbsim/position/lat-geod-deg X P fdm/jsbsim/altitude/pitch-rad X O fdm/jsbsim/altitude/roll-rad X O fdm/jsbsim/attitude/theta-rad X O fdm/jsbsim/velocities/u-fps X X X X V fdm/jsbsim/velocities/v-fps X X X X V fdm/jsbsim/velocities/w-fps X X V fdm/jsbsim/velocities/p-rad-sec X X X V fdm/jsbsim/velocities/q-rad-sec X X V fdm/jsbsim/velocities/r-rad-sec X V fdm/jsbsim/accelerations/pdot-rad-sec2 X X X A fdm/jsbsim/accelerations/qdot-rad-sec2 X X A fdm/jsbsim/accelerations/rdot-rad-sec2 X A fdm/jsbsim/accelerations/vdot-ft-sec2 X X X X A For each output metric, we also mentioned the metric's general category, since many metrics are measuring related concepts and experts tended to think in terms of metric category deviations rather than individual output metric deviations. Based on these oracle, we then calculate precision, recall and false alarm rate of our approach in terms of metric categories (not individual metrics). Precision corresponds to the percentage of correctly flagged deviations (i.e., absence of false alarms), as shown in Formula 3. Recall is the percentage of all deviations in the oracle that the approach is able to identify, cf. threshold. The lower this threshold, the more output metrics will be flagged 632 as deviating, which will increase recall and likely reduce precision.
633
To determine the threshold value to use, we use two approaches, resulting 634 in an "initial threshold" and "optimal threshold". We found that for FlightGear, the first approach worked well (in terms Table 7 .
667
There are 2 distinct clusters of flight metrics, which means that some out- and "right-aileron-pos-norm" (i.e., the two blue boxplots), both of which 671 compose the second cluster (Cluster 2). If we pick initial thresholds of 15% and 40% respectively for 673 clusters 1 and 2 of FlightGear, we obtain a false alarm rate of 0%.
672
674
Assuming that the only data available for determining RSD thresholds is the a safe margin, in order not to flag deviations incorrectly.
681
As mentioned, for our research questions, we will also use an optimal 682 threshold, which can only be determined once more flight data is available, 683 but obtains the best possible performance, which on the calibration data is 684 identical to that of the initial thresholds (i.e., 0% false alarm rate).
685
For JSBSim, we use the median value of each output metric in 
Results
691
This section presents the answers to the research questions based on the 692 results of our experiments with FlightGear (RQ1/RQ2) and JSBSim (RQ2). Fig. 3) . Using the initial and optimal thresholds, we obtain the 708 precision, recall, and false alarm rate values of Table 7 (last row) and Table 8 709 (first row). Note that we only use FlightGear in this RQ, since it represents 710 a full flight simulator system, whereas JSBSim is only one component and 711 hence environment faults do not apply. (Fig. 4) . We evaluated our approach using the same methodology as RQ1. Gear, the Auto Brake Fault has a recall lower than 100% using the initial 
712
750
772
For JSBSim, the Pitch fault has a recall of only 24%. This is due to given its sensitivity, we could use the Pitch fault data to better calibrate our 779 thresholds.
780
Only three faults obtain a precision of at least 67%, while the 781 remaining faults obtain a precision between 13% and 50%
782
In the case of FlightGear, the Flaps fault has a low precision of 40% when 783 using our initial threshold, however it has successfully warned testers about threshold by a few percent (+5%) achieves a perfect detection.
790
In JSBSim, on the other hand, the best precision is 44% for the Inertia We are able to find all injected deviations in 4 out of 7 faults, and 75% of the deviations in 2 other faults, yet especially for JSBSim the precision using the initial thresholds is low (i.e., less than 44%). on precision when optimizing for recall (and vice versa). We performed the 814 analysis for FlightGear, but a similar approach can be followed for JSBSim.
815
To do the analysis, we evaluated our approach's recall/precision for differ-816 ent thresholds in a range from 0 to 80% (since in practice higher values would 817 lead to no deviation being found), then plot the recall and precision for each 818 threshold in order to find a sweet spot where both values are high (Fig. 6) .
819
For the versions without deviations (Baseline Flight and Weak Wind), we 820 plot the false alarm rate instead, which we aim to keep low (Fig. 5) .
821
For instance, for the Strong Wind version (Fig. 6) , the optimal thresh-822 old is 20%, since we have the highest recall of 100% and the best precision 823 of 50%. One could also pick the 15% threshold (which offers the same re-824 call/precision), but a higher threshold might be more conservative, which is Compared to the initial thresholds, we see that a lower threshold would have been interesting to get a perfect precision/recall for the Auto Brake
829
Fault version (Fig. 6) . For the Strong Wind version, we see that a higher 830 precision of 100% is possible, albeit with a lower recall of 50%. The Weak
831
Wind and Flaps Fault versions (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ) need high thresholds to 832 reach a lower false alarm rate, respectively higher precision, however for the As is clear from these observations, if one wants to obtain an optimal 837 precision (with perfect recall), one would need to pick a different threshold 838 for each new simulator version. Since in practice one does not know whether 839 a new version contains a deviation (and if so, which one), as this is the 840 whole point of our approach, using version-specific thresholds is impractical.
841
Hence in practice, the high precision values of RQ1 and RQ2 for the opti- Brake Fault version for all faults, one would still achieve a precision between 847 40% and 80%. Although human testers might need to spend some effort to same trend (e.g., linearly) from the initial speed to the desired one. 
888
However, a deviation during these small transition phases between ground 889 and cruise altitude can be dangerous, e.g., an aircraft landing in a few sec-890 onds rather than a few minutes represents a danger for passengers. Hence, 891 in future work we will adapt our approach to also support transients, which 892 requires substantial changes to our approach. Furthermore, some parameters of our evaluation, such as the value of 918 K=3 for discretization and the number of runs considered could impact our 919 findings. Since the generation of data for multiple runs of a use case is 920 time-consuming, we limited our study to 20 runs. We plan to automatically generate runs using an automated pilot system for FlightGear and JSBSim. 
